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Zuri DeJean 

This is Zuri’s fourth year with JDHS, having played striker, goalkeeper, and in the backline for 
JV, and goalkeeper for Varsity. Learning and embracing the goalkeeper position is no easy task, 
and neither is managing the trials and tribulations that Zuri has endured off the pitch. But she 
never gave up—she showed tenacity, attitude (when used in the proper way), spunk, will, and 
found ways to support not only her teammates, but herself as well. We hope Zuri remembers 
these characteristics going forward, and to stuff her face at a Texas Roadhouse down the road. 
We wish Zuri all the best with her plans to move to New York City to pursue a career in business 
in the fashion industry. 

Ella Goldstein 

This is Ella’s fourth year with JDHS, playing various positions at midfield for both JV and 
Varsity. If you ever played soccer against a Goldstein, one should know that you are about to 
encounter someone who is confident, athletic, cunning, and competitive. These traits are very 
evident in Ella, where she was awarded the Hard Hat at least twice this season and had two goals 
and three assists against Ketchikan back in April. We will miss these traits about Ella, and her 
constant nagging, err, questions to the coaching staff about how many assists she had once the 
game was done. We wish Ella all the best as she plans to attend the University of Vermont to go 
into pre-medicine to study psychiatry and neuroscience. 

Natanya Reed 

This is Natanya’s second year with JDHS, playing forward/wing for JV, and in her Senior year, 
splitting time between JV and Varsity. The coaches were quite surprised this year with all the 
activities Natanya took on, in addition to soccer, but her calm demeanor, and determination, in 
all those activities, were of no surprise to us. Natanya’s incredible speed, has led to some 
amazing goals scored this season. She has also picked up the ability to hit the ball well, and place 
it, as evidence in the rocket shot she scored against Ketchikan, including the PK she took as well. 
We will miss her tenacity, her incredible speed, and wish her all the best in attending Eastern 
Oregon University. 

Maile Quigley 

This is Maile’s third year with JDHS having played attacking and holding mid for JV, and 
wingback and wing for Varsity. Concussion protocols put a damper on Maile’s junior year 
towards the end, but it has not put a damper on her determination in coming back her senior year, 
showing not only her teammates, but proving to herself, that hustle, hard work, and simply, not 
giving up, pays off. This was evident in the game vs Homer, where she was awarded the Hard 
Hat, for her two goals. We will miss Maile’s humor, photogenic snapshots of her on the pitch 
when the camera is pointed at her, and enjoying a good dose of Matt’s sarcasm. We wish Maile 
all the best at Gonzaga University, following the pre-medicine path, majoring in biology. 
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Brooke Sanford 

This is Brooke’s fourth year with JDHS, playing wing for JV, and wing and wingback for 
Varsity. Earlier in the school year, to quote a little bit from Brooke, she had these comments for 
Klas on KINY when playing on Senior night in a volleyball match against Ketchikan … “Just 
that we had to win … And I knew we could win.” Now note that we are not volleyball coaches, 
but we figured Brooke would have this same mindset every time she stepped onto to the pitch for 
her JD soccer team. We will miss Brooke’s winning mindset, the all-out effort she brings, the 
smile on her face when she scores, like the awesome 30 yard goal against Eagle River, and of 
course every time she fell on the ground, which was pretty much every practice and every game. 
We wish Brooke all the best attending Edmonds College in Lynnwood Washing where she will 
be playing volleyball while studying business. 

Clara Don 

This is Clara’s second year with JDHS, playing wing, wingback, and forward for both JV and 
Varsity.  One of Clara’s best friends is a past JD soccer player, Rachel Erben, and both seem to 
share similar characteristics when on the pitch. Like Rachel, Clara is persistent, resilient, and 
chill. For example, while there are those on the team who dread playing and practicing in less 
than favorable weather conditions, Clara seems to embrace those situations, such as pouring rain, 
wind and snow, and the hot sun. We wish Clara all the best at Willamette University. 

Sierra Kanouse 

This is Sierra’s fourth year with JDHS, playing the 6 for JV, and the backline for both JV and 
Varsity. Sierra has been an integral part of the backline for Varsity, shutting down 1v1 attacks on 
the wings, clearing balls from the backline, or using her voice to help her teammates both 
defensively and offensively. Despite enduring an injury towards the end of the season, Sierra was 
on the sidelines for her team, cheering very, very enthusiastically for a full 40 minutes for her 
team, and who could forget her being right there for Merry when she scored her first varsity goal 
against Ketchikan. We wish Sierra all the best at Northern Arizona University studying 
engineering. 

Marina Lloyd 

This is Marina’s fourth year with JDHS, playing wingback for JV, and wingback and the 6 for 
Varsity. Interesting enough, Marina shares the same last name as another well know US 
Women’s soccer player, Carli Lloyd. According to the bio page for Carli on the US Soccer 
website, Carli Lloyd is the epitome of a player who thrives under pressure. How interesting that 
Marina has that same characteristic. Marina doesn’t buckle under pressure, she thrives on it, 
embraces it, remembers what her dad told her, that the “mental game is most important”, as she 
held it down defensively for Varsity during this “soccery” season. We wish Marina all the best as 
she looks to study environmental engineering at the Colorado School of Mines in Golden, 
Colorado. 
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Blake Plummer 

This is Blake’s fourth year with JDHS, playing central mid for Varsity, and overall, Blake is 
quite the athlete. She can shoot, close range, and far. She can score, pass, and display a variety of 
feints and moves on the pitch. Her future collegiate soccer coach, Kanyon Anderson, says Blake 
is “really balanced”. Blake’s knowledge of the game is impressive and has shown glimmers of 
maybe being a coach down the road, always trying to help her teammates with the game, on and 
off the pitch. She is in the Top 10 in individual season assists, career assists, and career points. 
She simply knows how to have fun, enjoy the game, and is up there with Sierra, in cheering very, 
very enthusiastically for her teammates. We wish Blake all the best in attending Peninsula 
College where she will be playing soccer and studying kinesiology or health sciences. 

Sophia Pugh 

This is Sophia’s fourth year with JDHS, playing center back for Varsity, and one could say, the 
crux of the backline, and the defensive efforts of the Varsity team. Always a fighter, always 
fearless, she has no hesitation in stepping in and battling others, whether its opposing teams, or 
teammates of her own, to win a ball or gain possession. And is always communicating from the 
back, stern at times, and loud, but she is always looking to be supportive to her teammates. We 
will miss the intensity and defensive mindset that Sophia brings not just to the backline, but to 
the team as well. And I guess you could also say, we will miss the arguments her and Matt have 
while the game is being played, and always saying to ourselves among the coaches when the 
arguments occur, “Why do you even try Sophia Pugh?”. We wish Sophia all the best in attending 
Pratt Institute to major in architecture, minor in fashion design, and play soccer. 

Merry Newman 

This is Merry’s second year with JDHS, having played in the backline for JV her junior year, and 
now the backline for Varsity her senior year. Merry and Sophia seem to be the yin and yang to 
each other—Sophia displaying intensity, while Merry exhibits calmness--yet both complement 
each other in their defensive abilities. Merry shows no hesitation in winning the 50/50 ball, 
pressuring the opponent’s offense to win the ball back, or even put on proud display, her ability 
to dribble from the back line, to score, or to simply get in on the mix when corners are taken, as 
was evident when Merry scored the final goal against Ketchikan, earning the Hard Hat. We wish 
Merry well with her plans to attend the University of Oregon, to study political science.  

Sekoia Prince 

This Sekoia’s second year with JDHS, playing the backline for JV her freshman year, and 
playing the backline and at times, holding mid, for both JV and varsity her senior year. We are 
simply amazed in not only the progression of Sekoia’s game, but her personality as well. Her 
freshman year, she was quiet, very quiet, and was learning the game from a high school 
perspective. After a two year absence, she came back, and immediately, during several practices 
at the Field House, and at the JDHS Main Gym, she was cheering on her teammates, something 
she never had done her freshman year. She was saying hi to coaches, hi to her teammates, and 
chatting up a bit with everyone. And her game … she has picked up so much, in such a short 
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amount of time, and her ability to apply it during games, is simply amazing. She knows when to 
step, she is talking it up to her teammates on the pitch and has shown/displayed some dribbling 
skills from out of the backline, out of pressure. We wish Sekoia well with her plans to ditch 
Juneau, and go make money. 

Kyla Bentz 

This is Kyla’s fourth year with JDHS, playing mid and striker during her time with JV, and 
striker with Varsity. The coaching staff will have very fond memories of Kyla Bentz. Ripping 
Mary Canapary’s pants during a practice and making a hat out of it, and practicing with the 
custom made hat, soon after. There is also forgetting her soccer gear in Anchorage … forgetting 
her soccer gear in Ketchikan … almost forgetting her travel bag in Ketchikan … asking Matt 
questions he has little patience for … microwaving a cookie during an Anchorage trip … it is 
quite the list, but Kyla is also quite the player. A level of intensity that is hard to match on the 
pitch, fearless, and is not afraid to mix it up with opposing players in order to win the ball and 
score, which she did four times, in games against Thunder Mountain, and Ketchikan, back to 
back. We wish Kyla well as she attends the University of New England to study biology, 
following the pre-medical track. 

McKenna McNutt 

This is McKenna’s second year with JDHS, playing wingback for JV her junior year, and wing 
for both JV and Varsity her senior year. Like her good friend, and fellow JD teammate, Natanya, 
McKenna is blessed with incredible speed, being able to sprint or run effortlessly, up and down 
the pitch. Her speed has led her to three goals this season, two with JV, against Thunder 
Mountain and West, and one in Varsity, scoring the final goal against Grace Christiansen. We 
will miss her speed, her positivity, and her full-on energy and effort put into every game. We 
wish McKenna all the best attending Aberystwyth University in Northern Wales studying 
International Relations. 


